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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Great Visit
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: "drdalebrown@gmail.com" <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Wed, Sep 20, 2017 at 4:25 PM

Dale,

I just wanted to say how glad I was that you came by my office. Although I wasn't prepared for a
debate on vaccines, I always appreciate listening and learning about the concerns with vaccines.
Learning about more studies only helps me. So for that I say Thank You.
Also, I was very excited how our meeting ended. I think we both have a vision of an
underutilized chemical that needs to be put into more bodies (Vegetables). In our Healthier
Montgomery initiative, one of the five things that we ask citizens to do to get their street certified as
a Healthier Streets & Neighborhoods is to work with their neighbors and build a community garden
or create a garden sharing system. I could really use your help promoting healthy lifestyles. Part of
the reason that people are eating poorly is because access to healthy food is poor. Since the
access has been poor for decades, these poor habits and behaviors have become generational.
Part of the solution is education and promotion. The other part is a Community Nutrition Re
Design of open gardens within walking distance of every citizen. Every School needs to have a
garden for the students to take food home and share with the adjacent neighborhood. Every
business and doctors office might be able to get rid of some of plants that are only for décor and
have some potted fruits and vegetables. In addition to helping with the access problem these
schools, business, and doctor's offices can also be part of the Healthier Montgomery Education
and Promotion by simply telling their customers, patients, and the public to "Please take from
the Garden". Free Healthy Food offered everywhere is the best prescription. In closing I
wanted to say thank you for caring about our community. Dale, it's people like you that make me
want to be a better person.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff40YiMmVkU&t=633s

How to live to be 100+  Dan Buettner
 YouTube
www.youtube.com
To find the path to long life and health, Dan Buettner and
team study the world's "Blue Zones," communities whose
elders live with vim and vigor to record ...

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=4f17cd9040&view=lg&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1579095416656212437&ser=1
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Great Visit
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Thu, Sep 21, 2017 at 9:35 AM

Joey SIr,
I greatly appreciate the opportunity that you gave me to speak with you. I appreciate the civil conversation, compliments
you gave me, and I am very thankful that you see that bring nutrition and gardens into our community is one of the best
ways to improve the health of this community.
I look forward to helping you with the garden programs. I know that effort will improve and save lives.
I can understand that I may have took you off guard but I had to chuckle a little bit when you say you knew there would
come a day when we would be discussing vaccines.
I never want you to think that I am attacking you or an individual person on any side of an discussion or disagreement. It is
the action or the inaction that I wish to change.
Here is the first part of the conversation that I mentioned that drove me emotionally to take the step I did to approach you.
I want you to imagine, I am not sure if you have children or not, but if you do or wish to in the future think about what has
been taken from the fathers of these girls in this country, from the husbands, and especially the women who would wish to
be mothers. This is a clear example that vaccines are being used as an instrument of evil. I can not stand for this and I
hope you will stand with me to make sure that vaccines are never used for financial gain while sacrificing the health of our
community members or wasting crucial resources that could be used for real community health improvements.

Raila Odinga: The government is injecting women with
a vaccine that causes infertility
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PA_ZV6SSKo&list=PL658A9FD986F0ADC7&index=73&t=333s
I hope you will send me the TN Health department of Health bulletin regarding the flu vaccine and spontaneous abortion.
The original study is attached I look forward to discussing this with you.
Here is another study that I feel we should discuss since you mentioned Autism. The fact that they scientific community
and medical community can ignore the data and the findings these 2 studies present and chalk them up as "chance"
should, in my opinion, be considered blatant disregard for the safety of their vaccines the lives of our children, born or
unborn.
I would appreciate the opportunity to review the data or research that you have used to make a decision in favor of this
vaccine.
Sincerely Dr. Dale
I have garden space on my front lawn now. What is the process and assistance the Health Department offers for this
garden program?
[Quoted text hidden]


Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1579160227372746978&simpl=msg-f%3A1579160227372746978
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Clarksville, TN 37040
"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic
2 attachments
Association of spontaneous abortion with receipt of inactivated influenza vaccine containing H1N1pdm09 in
2010–11 and 2011–12.pdf
387K
Association Between Influenza Infection and Vaccination During Pregnancy and Risk of Autism Spectrum
Disorder.pdf
288K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1579160227372746978&simpl=msg-f%3A1579160227372746978
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Local Level Opioid Overdose
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: "drdalebrown@gmail.com" <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Fri, Sep 22, 2017 at 5:29 AM

I was out of town Yesterday and will be in Franklin today. When I get back to the office, I'll you the data and the Tn Dept
of Health's response to the studies that you brought up. Until then, I know that you found interest in this topic at one of my
presentations. So I wanted to share and get your thoughts on this data dashboard on state and local level opioids and
overdoses. There is a drop down where you can see each county's local level data. One overdose death is too many. We
don't have a wild fire like they do in East Tennessee, but a a steady increase and a 38% jump in overdose deaths is not
good. Take a look and tell me what you think.
https://www.tn.gov/health/topic/pdodatadashboard
Joey
Sent from my iPad

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1579235353530625911&simpl=msg-f%3A1579235353530625911
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Local Level Opioid Overdose
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Tue, Oct 31, 2017 at 1:46 PM

Hey Joey,
I have been extremely busy and I am just now getting to get back with you. I completely agree that the a single loss of life
never to be disregarded as insignificant. I had to wait to take a look at this info as I had other things on the agenda till this
week. I speak at the MCCY 2017 Legislative Event to be held at the Williamson County Enrichment

Center at 110 Everbright Avenue, Franklin TN. this coming Friday regarding the opioid epidemic. As I'm sure
you can imagine I take a very strong stance toward this epidemic and I have zero tolerance for the fraud committed by the
drug companies and I pray the gov. will soon take the same stance.
I don't know if you would have the availability to make this event but if you have it, it would be great to see you there.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/mccys2017legislativeeventtickets37420550875?utm_source=eb_email&utm_medium=
email&utm_campaign=event_reminder&utm_term=eventname
That's the site for tickets.
This epidemic needs to be stopped. It is by and large one of the greatest preventable epidemic that has hit this country.
One thing I will say that I see professionally and personally when talking to patients and friends in the community, I can't
understand why doctors will still freely give out and even encourage opioid use? I have veterans that are handed massive
amounts of these drugs even when they don't wish to take them. I have had more recently a patient who was encouraged
to take a prescription for a narcotic after he told his medical physician that he had been coming to see me after a car
accident. At the time the man was only dealing with minimal pain and he, thank God, denied the prescription because he
had witnessed a friend of his die as a result of overdose from prescription opioid addiction. I also have a pharmacist
patient who has stated that the facility she work for will not fill prescriptions written by specific doctors in this community
because she says they know that these doctors are "pill pushers". This is the type of thing that needs to be stopped here
at our local level.
So, after Friday I will have more time through the season and would love to sit down again and discuss more health
"ventures" that we can partner on. Lets try and get together on the community gardens! I have longed for this to be a huge
thing in this community. I often tell my wife that she married a farmer at heart, she always reminds me that I am a
chiropractor first. lol
Sincerely
Dale
Please, if you can I would still like to take look at the flu/pneumonia statistics you have. thanks.

[Quoted text hidden]


Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
Clarksville, TN 37040
"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1582799846129827716&simpl=msg-f%3A1582799846129827716
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Local Level Opioid Overdose
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Tue, Oct 31, 2017 at 3:41 PM

Great to hear from you. The bad news is I'm out of town the next three days this week, but glad
that you're attending. But the good news is that I'm attending a state wide meeting with all of the
health department directors in the state on these days. Tomorrow Dr. Stephen Lloyd is presenting
to us on the Opioid problem from the perspective of a physician that formed a dependency on
Opioids. I've already heard his presentation and plan to host an Opioid Education Session in
January at the Civic Hall and invite him to be our keynote speaker. I'll make sure to hold a ticket for
you.
As a Veteran of the U.S. Navy, I'm a little too familiar with several of the injuries and
the treatment plans our Veterans are on when they come off of Active Duty. I know that some have
had limbs blown off and have a challenging life ahead of them that I can't imagine. But some have
just been placed on Opioids for an injury that there were other treatment options that includes
chiropractic treatment, physical therapy, or meds that treat the inflammation causing the pain. We
have a lot of good physicians but some don't always try these other alternative treatments first.
There are a few docs that first go for the treatment of blocking the signal of pain to the brain or
blocking the hardware from communicating with the software.
Also, I'll be glad to talk more with you about the Flu and Flu shot. But want you to know that I
have a lot of respect for you and know that you are passionate on your stance. So I don't want to
spend a lot of time talking on an issue that we are not in agreement when you and I are almost
speaking the same language on 98% of everything else. This is what I would rather do....... Out of
the top 10 causes of death Flu is one of them (but near the bottom of the list) and out of 200,000
people in our community, we only give around 1,000 flu shots each year. One of the reasons is
that there are 9 other issues that are much bigger. On these 9 other causes of death, you and I
already agree on the solutions. If we can join forces on the problems of Tobacco Use, Physical
Inactivity, Healthy Weight, Walkability, Access to Healthy Food, Nutrition, and problem
of Substance Abuse/ Misuse in our community, we can directly impact the other 9 top causes of
death in Montgomery County.
In closing, I don't spend a lot of time trying to change a person's mind on a topic that they are
passionate about. We need that passion. So instead I much rather thank them for being passionate
and show them the much bigger monsters that are killing us. Again, thank you brother for helping
the people in our community. We'll talk soon.

Joey

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1582807094353340360&simpl=msg-f%3A1582807094353340360
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Joey Smith | Public Health County Director
Montgomery County Health Department
330 Pageant Lane, Clarksville, TN 37240
p. 931-648-5747
Joey.Smith@tn.gov
tn.gov/health
Connect with TDH on Facebook and Twitter @TNDeptofHealth!
Our Mission – To protect, promote and improve the health and prosperity of people in Tennessee.

From: Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2017 1:46:01 PM
To: Joey Smith
Subject: Re: Local Level Opioid Overdose

*** This is an EXTERNAL email. Please exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown
senders or unexpected email.  STSSecurity***
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1582807094353340360&simpl=msg-f%3A1582807094353340360
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Local Level Opioid Overdose
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Mon, Nov 13, 2017 at 9:43 AM

I can respect that we an focus on some of the biggest issues facing the health of this community.
I am really interested in the Community Gardens. When is that program expected to start?
Dale
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1583966117730368720&simpl=msg-f%3A1583966117730368720
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Flu vaccine research.
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.smith@tn.gov>

Wed, Jan 24, 2018 at 5:17 PM

I wanted to just touch base again to see if you have the research you mentioned your data you mentioned you could
provide me with regarding the effectiveness of the flu vaccine?
I also want to know you thoughts on the scientific studies I provided to you?
I will look forward to you timely response.

Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
Clarksville, TN 37040
"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1590517674337037387&simpl=msg-f%3A1590517674337037387
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Flu vaccine research.
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Thu, Jan 25, 2018 at 2:25 PM

Hey Dale,
Sorry for the delay but I thought that you and I both agreed on our last email that it would be more productive for us to
exchange information and focus on topics that are
1. More impactful and bigger contributions to loss of life.
2. We were in agreement on.
Out of respect for a person, I never want to debate/ challenge them on an issue if I know they passionately oppose it.
Also the sum of the other things we agree on attribute to 97% of the total deaths of Tennesseans. I always have to be
careful to not spend 97% of my time on an issue that has a 3% impact.
There's no way to gracefully Segway, but here goes. I am glad you reached out. Our opioid education event the other
night had over 120 in attendance. I was able to hopefully give you guys a plug. I made a point to explain how many times
opioids are dispensed or prescribed to patients to block the pain signal. Knowing that the pain is a symptom or an alert
that there is a problem, this only blocks that alert. I then posed a question to the audience. Instead of just blocking pain,
wouldn't it be better if some physical therapy, chiropractic therapy, or other permanent solutions could be used to help the
actual problem causing the pain? I hope the message got through to some folks. I pasted a link to the article below.
Thank You for what you do
Joey
http://clarksvillenow.com/local/montgomerycountyexamineseffectsofopioidepidemic/
Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1590597472477839416&simpl=msg-f%3A1590597472477839416
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Flu vaccine research.
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Thu, Feb 1, 2018 at 10:56 AM

I want you to know that I am trying to come to you because I believe that you would do the right thing, because I believe
you are a honorable person. You had told me in person and in previous emails that we would have an conversation on this
matter. I took your word for that.
I agree that there are other things that are causing greater loss of life, most of those are a result of choices made by the
individual or lies that have been told to them by the pharmaceutical industry and doctors.
Tobacco for example paid willing doctors to lie for them under oath to convince other doctors and congress that smoking
was not harmful to one's health and in fact many doctors lied to people and promoted smoking as "healthy."
Thank you for the "plug." But it's going take more than a plug to change this epidemic. It's going take stopping the
criminals that have caused this by lying to the doctors and stop the doctors from continuing to prescribe them like candy.
The drug companies lied about the massive evidence that opioids are extremely addictive. They lobbied our government
to allow for their continued unrestricted sales. On top of that the AMA was found guilty of lying, Wilks vs. AMA 1990, to the
people and physicians of this nation about the effectiveness and safety of chiropractic care. This effectively led the
medical community to refuse to refer to chiropractors. This refusal and their lies led more people to not get the care that
could have got them out of pain and kept them off of drugs, so it again all goes back to lies.
Big Pharma and even the CDC, DEA is resisting the approval of CBD/Cannabis despite it having more evidence for safety
and being more effective than opioids for pain. I have the research. Yet doctors are lying to slow or keep this alternative
out of the hands of the people of this nation, all for the money they make with their other patentable drugs.
Roche lied concealing data showing serious harms, suicide, central nervous system suppression, kidney failure, etc.
cause by Tamiflu and no benefit in reducing pneumonia or death. The FDA even told Roche they could not promote that
drug as something that could prevent pneumonia or prevent death. Yet again the medical community and the media say
this drug is vital. That is a lie.
The CDC Whistleblower provides us with evidence that the CDC is lying about the safety of vaccines. Merck is in court
defending itself against whistleblowers over their MMR specifically mumps vaccine that they lied about and used animal
blood to make the vaccine appear affective.
Can you see the repetitiveness of their lies and the harm it is causing?
I am telling you that I have the evidence that shows they are lying about the flu vaccine.
I am coming to you now and did in person because I believe that you would do the right thing given the right information. I
have faith at this moment that your intentions are righteous and sincere. That is why I am trying to show you where your
actions are wrong and show you that you have been lied to and that it is corruption and evil that is driving the
recommendations for the flu shot and other vaccinations/medical interventions that you are currently following.
I am asking you for the information that you said you had to show me that the vaccine is effective and saving lives. I am
begging you to look at the information that I have that is not my own but National Academy of Sciences research, Mayo
Clinic, NEJM, JAMA, etc. that show time and time again that we are harming our children and destroying immunity with
the flu vaccine. You know, you said you knew about the CDC Whistleblower and that he confessed to committing fraud
and yet you said it was "above your head" to do anything about that. But to not question the recommendations of a CDC
that has a revolving door for its directors to enter into multimillion dollar contracts with Merck and other vaccine and drug
manufactures it is ignorant to believe that they are doing things in the best of intentions for the people of our community
and this nation. History continues to repeat itself, drug companies lie and the government and the CDC, physicians, health
departments continue to take the word of liars and enable them to continue to place profits above the lives of children and
people. I will never stop fighting that.
I came to you and I am still here because I believe in you. I believe you are a man who would be willing to put what is right
before what is recommended. I believe you want the best for others. I am asking you to take 1% of your time to look at the
research and allow me to help you see what is going on. I believe the 3% deserve at least that? Beyond that though this
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1591218449586827857&simpl=msg-f%3A1591218449586827857
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recognition of the lies that are being told and for people like you and me to join together and stand for what is righteous
will bring about changes that will help all people, the 100%.
Will you take that time to look with me at the evidence?
I have also provided you just another example of physicians lying to other physicians and the people. The study provided
is one of the latest studies published on the flu vaccine. You will see plainly and highlighted by me that those people who
are vaccinated are spreading more disease, "6.3 times more shedding" in the vaccinated. Yet listen to the John Hopkins,
Texas Tech MD and media director LIE to people as they review this study. It's right there in plain sight that they are lying,
but they know that they have gotten away with it so many times before without resistance from the 97% of the medical
community members and thus they will continue doing it until we stop their lies and point them out and say enough is
enough "I will not stand for liars to be a part of our healthcare system."
In "Flu Via Breathing" listen from 25 sec till 3:15 and listen to them blatantly ignore the most significant findings of the
research they are "reviewing"!!! Elizabeth Tracey of John Hopkins Medicine flat out LIES! Read the research provided in
the link and I have provided the study in PDF for you with the pertinent parts highlighted so you don't have to spend but a
very little amount of time to see for yourself, that you would have been lied to and that others are being lied to. This is evil,
it is a sin. I don't know if you are a christian and I do not judge you if you are not but if you are then I will say this, our God
hates lies.

Flu via Breathing; Pot and CVD: This Week's PodMed Double T
https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/uritheflu/70787?xid=nl_mpt_DHE_20180129&
eun=g1183217d0r&pos=0&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20Headlines
%2020180129&utm_term=Daily%20Headlines%20%20Active%20User%20%20180%20days
Infectious virus in exhaled breath of symptomatic seasonal influenza cases from a college
community
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2018/01/17/1716561115
This is just one example of many I can show you and I know you can see. Please, take the time that the 3% deserve and
lets work to end the lies and corruption in medicine.
Sincerely
Dr. Dale Brown

[Quoted text hidden]

Infectious virus in exhaled breath of symptomatic seasonal influenza cases from a college community.pdf
803K
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Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Flu vaccine research.
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Sat, Feb 3, 2018 at 1:30 PM

Dale,
Thank you for your kind words and like you stated, I truly do want to do the honorable thing. As you can see below I
started looking over the research and the studies you shared. I also want to address the points in your email. My schedule
is pretty heavy these days and your email had several points. So, I’ll be working on this, save it in my draft, break it up in
chunks, and work on it as I get free moments. I might even need to break it up in a couple of emails.
On your points about tobacco and doctors lying: I agree with you that some doctors lied and even posed in
advertisements saying that smoking cigarettes were not harmful. To make your point even stronger, some doctors told
pregnant mothers that smoking could help them have a smaller baby and having a smaller baby is easier to deliver. I
believe that this happened and that some doctors did these things knowingly.
You next paragraph had two parts. You first mentioned Opioids and how the Big Pharma and doctors knowingly
caused a lot of today’s problems. As you know, last week I presented on addiction, overdose rates, and our pain
prescription rates. (like you said in your email) I explained that, some of these problems are self inflicted from individual
behavior and people making poor choices. And like you also pointed out, I also believe and pointed out that drug
manufacturers, pharmaceutical sales, and people that have prescribed these drugs irresponsibly have a shared
responsibility in this problem.
The second part of that paragraph mentioned how back in the 80s and 90s the AMA tried to discredit Chiropractic
Care. I know that several doctors did not support the study back then and still don’t support that now. Just like how we
agree that there are bad doctors, some of the findings and points that the AMA presented shined light on some bad
chiropractors and isolated examples. So not all doctors felts this way. In fact, many doctors still continued refer and seek
Chiropractic care for themselves.
So before I hate all doctors for supporting tobacco, bashing Chiropractic Care, or proscribing Opioids irresponsibility I like
to take a breath and think about this logically. It’s healthy for me to attempt to consider the Rules of Logic, truth, validity,
figure If This Then This, and/ or If not this, then not this and all of that stuff that most people have forgotten from
sophomore year of college. I ask myself if the following statements are true or false; If some doctors are evil, then all
doctors are evil. If some doctors are liars, then all doctors are liars. Both statements are false. So just how it was wrong
for the AMA to generalize and cast blame on all chiropractors for a few that are bad, I won’t do the same mistake here and
blame all doctors.
On your thoughts on Cannabis: I’m not a pain specialist but there is a lot of supporting evidence showing that Cannabis
is safer than Opioids. But this seems to have turned into a state by state issue. That’s good news. You only have to
convince 50% of our state legislators and several already support these thoughts. I can’t speak for them. So you might
want to direct questions on this issue to the ones that are currently on the fence or against it.
The article you attached is interesting. I do know that Influenza is one of the most complex viral problems we have to
face and is very hard to study because it changes every year. What was found in one year is just that. That was the
findings of that that year’s flu and vaccine. It may or may not be found in another year.
The issue about aerosol and prior immunization is also intriguing. It seems the paper is not arguing that people who
were vaccinated were more likely to get the flu than unimmunized persons, but simply that those who were infected in
their study and were vaccinated in each of the 2 previous seasons, shed more fine aerosol virus. As they note, this is a
novel finding and more research is needed to understand its meaning. It could be a oneoff finding that is not reproducible
in subsequent studies (this happens, especially when parsing data in many different ways).
To further show you that I really do try to consider all studies, I also want to look for some studies you might not have
seen that support your points. Why would I find you more Studies that showed that the flu vaccine did not work well in a
certain year. The reason it to show show your that these things are considered to improve the science for the next year,
then the next year, and so on.
As you can see, I’ve been working on this over the last couple of days. But something happened yesterday afternoon
that really bothered me. While making phone calls, researching, etc. someone asked me if I’m doing this for the person
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1591409329676618397&simpl=msg-f%3A1591409329676618397
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that tape recorded me? She said something about an anti flu video blog saying that I was confronted and recorded by
someone. I didn’t know what she was talking about. I know that when I presented to the Montgomery County Young
Republicans it was live streamed, but I don’t think any flu stuff came up..... Maybe some clips were taken from it.... Which
is fine with me. Do you know what they’re talking about? Thanks man.
Joey
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 1, 2018, at 10:56 AM, Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com> wrote:

*** This is an EXTERNAL email. Please exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links
from unknown senders or unexpected email  STSSecurity. ***
[Quoted text hidden]

<Infectious virus in exhaled breath of symptomatic seasonal influenza cases from a college community.pdf>
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Flu vaccine research.
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Tue, Feb 13, 2018 at 10:13 AM

So I thank you for your response. Since we met and you stated you would send the info you have read and use for the
promotion of the flu vaccine I was beginning to think you were deflecting my inquiry. I still am asking for the stats you
stated you had to show the vaccine was effective.
In regards to your question about the "recording". I had let my friends and followers know that I was tired of the lies and
was going to go speak with you. They asked for me to record it and I did record our conversation and I did talk publicly
about our conversation. But did the person who brought this information to you tell you that I stated in the video that I
deleted the recording, the recording no longer exists. In fact deleted if in my truck in the parking lot at the health
department. I was encouraged to record our conversation by others, my life is very public in the efforts I take to combat
corruption and misinformation by the medical or pharmaceutical industry. I told everyone, on that video that I felt you were
a “good man” and a man that has a "good heart," a man that cares for the live of his community and that I was not about
harming your image in any way but I will do all I can to stop the massive misinformation that is coming from the medical
community in regards to anything from opioids to vaccines, etc.
You were truthful with me, I felt at the time, had you attempted to lie I would have kept the recording in all honesty.
I believe I may need to clarify in regards to a few things in your last email.
The Wilks vs. AMA case was a supreme court case that found the AMA guilty, in violation of the Sherman Act, in that it

had engaged in an unlawful conspiracy "to contain and eliminate the chiropractic profession" and that the "AMA
had entered into a long history of illegal behavior". So this attack was not against a few "bad chiropractors" and it
was no mistake by the AMA, it was a purposeful attempt to monopolize and destroy what the medical profession
has seen as a "competitor." It was not only chiropractor they were attempting to illegally discredit but many other
natural health approaches. Medical physicians for a time were all given what was called the "Quack Pack." So
this was not an honest mistake, it was evil.
My points are also not to say that all medical professionals are bad people, but to point out a fact that the
pharmaceutical and medical community has a long history that repeats itself many times over in that they are
willing to lie for proﬁts. Like I mentioned and asked you in our discussion, did you know about the CDC
whistleblower Dr. William Thompson. It is a case in point that even though all medical professionals may not be
"bad" but for the collective majority to remain silent and not demand investigation into the confession of Dr.
Thompson speaks volumes to their collective complacency with lies and corruption. Don't you, and the medical
professional want to know the truth behind his claims before potentially harming another child with the MMR
vaccine? Doesn't this and other instances of CDC conﬂicts of ﬁnancial interest and evidence of lies cause you to
question their intentions, at least some of the time? Even Merck the manufacturer is in court and has been for
over 10 year, because their own scientists came forward with evidence they they lied about the mumps portion of
the vaccine, for God's sake they used animal blood to manipulate their results! Does the lies from the
manufacturer to the Gov./CDC cause alarm in your spirit?
In regards to the legislators being the ones we/I need to talk with to make changes, it is very apparent that the
Pharmaceutical and medical industry uses its ﬁnancial coercion to manipulated the actions and votes of our
legislators. When I spoke against HB388 which then allowed for the promotion of the ﬂu vaccine within schools, I
brought the most up to date and most extensive reviews of the current research while a pediatrician brought
nothing more than his opinion and absolutely no research. You would think that if our legislators were open to
listening to the research and using facts and evidence to base their decisions that when given the research, read
to them, and emailed with highlight pertinent information showing that the vaccine was harming our children and
the effectiveness of the vaccine to be not only lacking, without proof of effectiveness, but that the research was
found to have strong evidence of "widespread manipulation of the conclusions." After they passed this Bill,
ultimately giving power to the health departments to "educate" children and parents on "needing" to get the ﬂu
vaccine without even asking a single question about the research present and handed to then, except one
woman who decline to vote because she admitted that the health department representatives had not presented
the info they were going to be giving to children/parents in regards to the ﬂu vaccine thus she couldn't in her right
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1592302911672483819&simpl=msg-f%3A1592302911672483819
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mind vote on something she has never seen, it was very apparent that truth and research didn't matter and that
there must be other motives than the best interest of our children. Or they just didn't care to take the time and like
so many in gov. they take the word of the medical "professional" who stand to proﬁt from the legislation.
All in all I hope that you will follow through on your word, that we would have the conversation in regards to this
topic. The bigger picture being that lies and manipulation within any healthcare arena should never be tolerated.
I have read thousand of studies on vaccines, I appreciate your willingness to look at studies that support my
points, showing ineffectiveness etc. Knowing that you are very busy I would feel it would be more efﬁcient for me
to quickly review many if not all the studies on this subject as quickly as we can together so as to not cause you
to double up on the time. I have studies showing negative physiological effects to the immune responses in our
children. These studies conﬁrmed in animal studies and conﬁrmed in population studies. I have the placebo
controlled studies available on the ﬂu vaccine that showed no effectiveness and increased illness rates in the
vaccinate. The refusal of the medical community to study vaccines, any of them, against true placebos is a red
ﬂag that they are unwilling to look at the truth. I mean for it is ridiculous that they used Aluminum adjuvants as the
"placebo" in the HPV vaccine "safety studies" which were done by the manufacturer of the vaccine themselves, a
company known to lie. Yet again the medical communities collective majority seems quite comfortable in ignoring
this fact and pushing the vaccine as "safe and effective." Why is it that so many physicians and medical directors
seem to care about the potential lies they are passing on to their patients? You yourself stated that these issues
were "above your head," in regards to the CDC Whistleblower, that's what I remember you saying as I no longer
have the recording. But I beg to differ, that it is our responsibility to do whatever it takes to seek truth and warn
others, especially trusting parents that seek care at your facility or in any medical physicians ofﬁce. It is within
your power to tell them what you know and if their is question about the legitimacy of the safety of a vaccine like
the MMR then every parent DESERVES to know that the CDC has a scientist that is confessing to fraud and that
they have hid the connection between vaccines like the MMR and autism. Children deserve our voices of truth.
Sincerely
Dr. Dale
P.S. Did you listen to the audio and see the blatant lies in regards to the study they were discussing and you have
now read?
Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey.smith@tn.gov

Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 1:38 PM

I’ve been waiting to hear back from you sir.
I just found this following article very interesting and something that I already knew for myself. I am in avid reader of the
peer reviewed Medical literature and that’s why I originally came to you in hopes that I could bring your attention to the
literature that shows the harms the flu vaccine and even others that are causing harm to our children. I feel it is beyond
time for individuals like yourself to take a stand against lies and corruption within your ranks.
For anyone who reads the medical lecture it becomes very obvious that what we are doing with vaccines is very harmful
to our society in especially her children.
When can we get together to discuss the medical literature?
Sincerely
Dale
https://www.medpagetoday.com/blogs/revolutionandrevelation/72029
Sent from my iPhone
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 4:24 PM

Hey Dale,
That is a great article. I find it amazing that no one in the audience had read an article or folks
had a hard time giving an example of the last article or publication they had read. Our health
department has a part time physician that works here and I bet he reads either an article or a
publication every day. Of course the only evidence I have is by the number of highlighted parts of
articles that he sends to me each week. It's a lot!
I was at a graduate communications class at Vanderbilt yesterday and feel that your email
couldn’t have been more timely. In our class, we were talking about how only 7% of communication
comes from Word Selection. The other 93% of communication comes from Tone, Volume, Eye
Contact, Facial Expressions, Body Language, Pitch, Pace/ Rate, etc. This is important because
when we send a text or an email, all of these other things are left up to the reader. All of our words
can be read in an angry voice, or a sarcastic tone, be read with emotion, or be read louder than the
writer intended. You mentioned your faith which means that you are my brother in Christ. So my
prayer is that you will read everything that I write in an enthusiastic and polite voice of the person
that you met in my office. My promise is to do the same on this side.
I've been meaning to email you to share with you how I just updated our death statistics and 87%
of the deaths in our county were from Smoking, Physical Inactivity, and Poor Nutrition. For us to
improve population health, no less than 87% of my time needs to be focused on that. Then if you
consider that Opioids and Substance Abuse, and Alcohol accounts for another 5% of our deaths,
that raises the number to 92% of all deaths in Montgomery County.
I keep thinking back to the last time we talked and I’m glad that when you met me that you
realized that I wasn’t big pharma and was just a regular guy that is more concerned with physical
activity and a vision of turning our community in to a “Big Farma”.
You said that you've been waiting to hear back from me. So I’ve pasted a couple of studies
below that I was about to send to you in the last email, but I held off sending them for one reason.
Knowing your concerns of how there have been so many lies over the years, how can we trust the
information? What articles and studies can we trust? Who can we trust? What if a competing
Pharmaceutical Company paid for the article to set themselves up to get future contracts or to
bump their own stock by 3 points? These things run in my mind as well. I may have even planted
more doubt in your mind. In fact, You might find this funny........it might even make you mad, but
when I did a search of the articles and studies that I will sometimes go to and the ones that you
asked me to look for, there were banner advertisements for medications paid by drug companies.
When I was looking up the Mayo Clinic study that you shared, I went to Mayo’s Flu Information
page and noticed that although they have a study showing how in some years the vaccine was not
effective, they are still promoting getting the flu vaccine. There is another link below from the CDC
that talks about people at risk. I read the entire document but with my public health knowledge and
my experience, my eyes can’t help but jump to the bullet points below of “People who have
medical conditions”.
Asthma
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Neurological and neurodevelopmental conditions [including disorders of the brain, spinal cord,
peripheral nerve, and muscle such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy (seizure disorders), stroke,
intellectual disability, moderate to severe developmental delay, muscular dystrophy, or spinal
cord injury].
Chronic lung disease (such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD] and cystic
fibrosis)
Heart disease (such as congenital heart disease, congestive heart failure and coronary artery
disease)
Blood disorders (such as sickle cell disease)
Endocrine disorders (such as diabetes mellitus)
Kidney disorders
Liver disorders
Metabolic disorders (such as inherited metabolic disorders and mitochondrial disorders)
Weakened immune system due to disease or medication (such as people with HIV or AIDS,
or cancer, or those on chronic steroids)
People with extreme obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or more) Calculate your Body Mass
Index or BMI
I know that some people do everything right and develop some of these medical conditions. But
a majority are from smoking cigarettes, Secondhand Smoke, Obesity, Poor Nutrition, Chronic
Physical Inactivity, and/ or a combination of these behaviors.
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/2017/03/30/peds.20164244?
sso=1&sso_redirect_count=1&nfstatus=401&nftoken=00000000000000000000000000000000&
nfstatusdescription=ERROR%3a+No+local+token
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/high_risk.htm

I know that we've been talking about the Flu Vaccine, but when we last met, you asked me how
can I trust vaccines knowing that people have been dishonest and there is a history of lying. My
answer then was that I trust the science. What I meant by that is that I trust the science of when
Jenner scrapped a blister of Cowpox and would then scratch that into the skin of a person and they
would have an immunity. Two decades prior to Jenner's discovery, General Washington was trying
to keep troops alive at Valley Forge. He realized that since he contracted and survived
Smallpox when he was 19, he was immune to the disease. So, he started exposing healthy troops
to the blisters of the sick. He did this two decades before Jenner. Not to make light of it, but in the
60s and 70s, mothers where known for letting their children play with children that had Chickenpox.
The science of our immune system recognizing something is the science I'm talking about.
I always say that these emails will be brief. But like you I get excited to share information.
Again, please know that I also get mad at physicians that lie or if drug companies lie. But I know
that people lie and it is their nature to be deceitful. What can we do about it. We'll when we have
evidence, we can file a lawsuit. Similar to what the county just filed this week. I gotta go to a
meeting but wanted to reply.
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Joey

Joey Smith | Public Health County Director
Montgomery County Health Department
330 Pageant Lane, Clarksville, TN 37240
p. 931-648-5747
Joey.Smith@tn.gov
tn.gov/health
Connect with TDH on Facebook and Twitter @TNDeptofHealth!
Our Mission – To protect, promote and improve the health and prosperity of people in Tennessee.

From: Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 1:38:19 PM
To: Joey Smith
Subject: Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
*** This is an EXTERNAL email. Please exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.  STSSecurity***
[Quoted text hidden]
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 8:28 PM

Thank you so much for the rapid reply. I am glad to hear that we are brothers in Christ. I hope you have an amazing
weekend celebrating the resurrection of Jesus. I truly wish that more Christians would see and understand the extent of
corruption in this world coming from the pharmaceutical companies and some within the medical community.
I completely see and understand what you are saying about 7/93% communication and that's one reason I hope we can
speak together again in person.
I will get back with you soon after I have a chance to review the study and CDC link you provided.
I just wanted to say thank you for responding and taking the time. I know you could just ignore me.
Have a blessed weekend and I will look forward to speaking with you again soon!
Dale
[Quoted text hidden]


Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
Clarksville, TN 37040
"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Mon, Jul 23, 2018 at 9:01 AM

Hey Joey, I hope you have been well.
I apologize that I am just now getting back with you. I have taken the time to read over the information, links,
and study you provided. I am hoping you will take the time to look over my thoughts on this subject.
When I first look at the CDC link, and look over the bullet point of medical conditions that people may have
that place them at higher risk of complications due to the flu, something more jumps out at me.
The fact that the CDC is suggesting that children with conditions like asthma get the flu vaccine when
studies are showing higher risk of flu related illness and higher hospitalization rates in children who receive
the flu vaccines, "especially children with asthma." In fact, the study I am referencing, attached first, showed
a 300% greater risk of hospitalization. I would also like to point something out: You can read the study for
yourself and you will see on page 4 of the PDF, top right hand column, that the study states “we did not find
any association between the severity of asthma and the risk of hospitalization.” While the media article
about this study, second attachment, make the attempt to downplay the harms of the vaccine by its
statement, "researcher noted that the surprise finding probably has more to do with the severity of the
underlying illness in children receiving the vaccine than with any deficiency in the vaccine" Sadly, this is a
complete lie, as the research paper itself states, that they looked at the severity of asthma and no
correlation to hospitalization was found. Yet again, this is another example of lies. As a christian, when we
see this type of deception being repetitive, we have to realize that the devil is at work in this.
When the article mentions neurological conditions and neurodevelopmental conditions, I cannot help but
think of all the neurologically/vaccine injured children and adults. Especially the children with
neurodevelopmental conditions like autism seeing as the CDC has a scientist that is confessing to
committing fraud/lies. Directed by CDC leaders like Julie Gerberding, who was the head of the CDC at the
time that the Autism coverup study was conducted, that Dr. William Thompson has confessed to being
instructed to destroy the facts that showed the Mercks MMR vaccine to be causing autism. Does it not anger
you that she took part in this deception that allows children to continue to be injured and Merck to continue
to profit off of this vaccine? She went from a position in the CDC to the "head of Mercks vaccine division"
while also being given millions of dollars in stock from Merck when she left the CDC. It is heartbreaking that
the CDC uses children and conditions they know are being caused by vaccines to promote vaccines.
When I also look at the research that shows that the flu vaccine weakens the immune responses of people
who receive them by distorting or blocking heterosubtypic immunity, I find it ironic that they mention
"weakened immune systems" as a risk factor but will not inform the public that the vaccine weakens our
immune responses. I have multiple studies on this subject, and I have attached 10 studies that confirm this
fact. I have read and highlighted all of them to better help you look over them quickly.
Given this information, and the fact that vaccines are not the same as natural immunity, that is what the
science says, and the fact that you stated you "trust the science", but, yet you mention methods of
inoculation which would better induce natural immune response, unlike vaccination which induce improper
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immune responses and weakens immunity. So, in essence, when you mention the history of "exposing"
healthy people and children to the infections like chickenpox partiesI remember mine you are talking
about natural immunity that is gained which strengthens the immune system of those who are healthy. The
science is showing strongly, especially with the flu vaccine, that vaccinations are harming and the innate
immune response and increase overall disease and illness risk.
The mention of Jenner should also bring the mention that his entire family died at extremely young ages
from infectious illnesses, don’t you think? To me, given that he began to worship an idle: vaccines, I feel it is
evident that he put his faith in the wrong thing. Did you know that he named a hut in his yard the “Temple of
Vaccinia”?
So, the science shows there is a clear difference between what happens with natural immunity versus
vaccination. This scientific fact of natural immunity being protective and vaccination being harmful is detailed
in multiple influenza studies provided, and I have also attached studies on the DTP/Dtap vaccines harms to
natural immunity. So, what I see in your statement is that you actually have a trust in the natural design of
God's plans that allow for increased health and trust in the bodies ability to heal, but a misunderstanding of
the science that shows vaccines to be detrimental to health and immunity. 3 studies attached.
I would like to know more about the lawsuit the county filed?
Being that we have a CDC scientist that has whistleblower status and has confessed to lying, we should
have a case for lawsuit against the CDC. In that case, would you like to assist me in filing a lawsuit against
them so as to discover the truth and protect the millions of children that are likely being injured by the MMR
vaccine, given the claims of Dr. William Thompson? I think that is one of the best places for us to start as
you seem to agree that we need to pursue legal action against those in the medical system who are lying.
Also, speaking of Lawsuits, I have attached an extremely recent lawsuit that was filed against HHS that
found the HHS in violation of the 1986 Vaccine Compensation Act. By law HHS was to conduct safety
evaluations and report those to congress. They have failed to do this and thus are breaking the law and this
has left the safety of vaccines as a low to nonpriority. Attached is the court order. Is that concerning to you
that our government has left the safety of vaccines as a minimum concern?
In regards to the study you linked. I have read the study and have several details I would like to point out.
1. The lead author is Brendan Flannery PhD, Epidemiologist, Influenza Division, National Center for
Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Dr. Flannery leads
the US influenza vaccine effectiveness network (or US Flu VE Network) for CDC. Given that we both now
know the extreme willingness of the CDC and its officials/scientist to lie and commit fraud, we would be
gullible or naive to trust this study. To further confirm the willingness of the CDC to commit fraud and lie
about vaccines, I have also attached the study/article written by Gary S. Goldmen, who works for the CDC
and states that the CDC and a health department colluded to conceal adverse outcome due the chickenpox
vaccinations. Also, attached is the BMJ article/study noting that the CDC is willing to lie on multiple subjects.
2. The study categorized children that may have been vaccinated as unvaccinated. This bias would push
the results in a positive direction for vaccination.
3. They do not measure all cause mortality and do not account for vaccine injury or death from other
infectious illnesses that science has shown is increased by influenza vaccinations.
4. They excluded vaccinated individuals who died shortly after vaccination.
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5. Laboratory confirmed influenza related deaths are now to be underreported in those vaccinated against
the disease due to physician bias.
6. The children that were not vaccinated the year they died may have been vaccinated in prior years, but the
vaccine made them ill and, thus, the parent chose not to vaccinate again and, as the science shows,
previous vaccination increases the odds of serious/more fatal risk of infection.
7. Healthy User bias will be involved in this type of study as doctors and parents are less likely to vaccinate
seriously ill children, and there is a subset of the population that does not care about their health thus, are
more likely to have nutritional deficiencies, etc... that place them at higher risk of fatal influenza illness, and
those people are less likely to care enough to be vaccinated.
8. Finally, there was a large number of children with vaccine status as unknown.
Besides also those inherent biases and confounding problems found in all research studies, I would
encourage you to go back to the fact of the most important thing to remember regarding this study is that the
CDC is willing to lie multiple times on multiple subjects thus should not be readily trusted by us as christians.
You said in your email that people lie, that is their "nature" in a way that is true but that is only true of those
not filled with the Holy Spirit, but that is the nature of those who are corrupted by the love of money in this
situation and the devil. You said, "what can we do." We can file a lawsuit, we can inform the public of the
CDC's lies, especially someone in your position, given the evidence provided by scientist like Dr. William
Thompson and others, and we can do much more than simply file lawsuits. We can bring awareness of the
corruption to the public on so many levels. So, I would ask again given that you suggested a lawsuit that you
and I begin to file a lawsuit regarding the inaction of the medical community to demand that the CDC fraud
and coverup of the vaccine autism link be immediately investigated. Will you join me in this action to bring
the truth to light and protect children and stop corruption?
Sincerely
Dr. Dale
P.S. I want you to know that I am not challenging or questioning your Christian faith and desire to do good
for the love of God, but I implore you to truly look at this matter from the Lords perspective. Pray on this
matter, and I am fully confident that the Lord will guide you to knowing the truth and seeking to teach the
truth to protect his children from these lies that I am showing you.
Also the statement that lying is “human nature” is not exactly true correct in this situation. It is a sinful nature
that drives lying. In this situation it is a love of money that is driving these lies and that is evil. For the love of
money is the root of evil. If these people were filled with the Holy Spirit and love God and His children more
than money then their actions would be completely different. 1 Timothy 6:10a  For the love of money is

the root of all evil:

[Quoted text hidden]

17 attachments
Effectiveness of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in influenzarelated hospitalization in children A
casecontrol study.pdf
114K
Hospitalization Rates Higher in Kids Who Get Flu Shots.doc
49K
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Annual inﬂuenza vaccination affects the development of heterosubtypic immunity.pdf
248K
Annual Vaccination against Influenza Virus Hampers Development of VirusSpecific CD8 T Cell Immunity in
Children.pdf
741K
Association between the 2008–09 Seasonal Influenza Vaccine and Pandemic H1N1 Illness during Spring–
Summer 2009 Four Observational Studies from Canada.pdf
287K
Increased Risk of Noninfluenza Respiratory Virus Infections Associated With Receipt of Inactivated
Influenza Vaccine.pdf
164K
Infectious virus in exhaled breath of symptomatic seasonal influenza cases from a college community.pdf
861K
Interim estimates of 2014:15 influenza vaccine effectiveness in preventing laboratoryconfirmed
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Wed, Jul 25, 2018 at 5:47 AM

Hey Dale,
Good to hear from you. Although it may take me some time, I’ll work to make time to read through this.
Also, I wanted to share some news. I was recently in New Orleans and got a chance to meet the new CDC Director.
There were 1,300 attending this conference, so I doubt he will remember meeting me. During his speech he presented on
his work in HIV but when he talked about his personal connection to Opioids was the highlight of the conference. He
explained how he almost lost his son to a Fentanyl overdose. I don’t know much about him, but having a CDC director
that has been personally impacted by Opioids gives me hope. We have a new CDC director and a new Surgeon General.
One of the many areas that you and I agree on is that Greed is a real thing. So, let’s pray for these men that God leads
them to make decisions and not bend to the pressures of big pharma.
Both Fox and CBS were there covering his speech. Here is a link to one of them.
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdcdirectorrevealsfentanylalmostkilledhisson/
Thanks man, talk later
Joey
Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

On Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 8:28 PM, Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com<mailto:
drdalebrown@gmail.com>> wrote:
Thank you so much for the rapid reply. I am glad to hear that we are brothers in Christ. I hope you have an
amazing weekend celebrating the resurrection of Jesus. I truly wish that more Christians would see and
understand the extent of corruption in this world coming from the pharmaceutical companies and some
within the medical community.
I completely see and understand what you are saying about 7/93% communication and that's one reason I
hope we can speak together again in person.
I will get back with you soon after I have a chance to review the study and CDC link you provided.
I just wanted to say thank you for responding and taking the time. I know you could just ignore me.
Have a blessed weekend and I will look forward to speaking with you again soon!
Dale
On Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 4:24 PM, Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov<mailto:Joey.Smith@tn.gov>> wrote:
Hey Dale,
That is a great article. I find it amazing that no one in the audience had read an article or folks had a hard
time giving an example of the last article or publication they had read. Our health department has a part
time physician that works here and I bet he reads either an article or a publication every day. Of course the
only evidence I have is by the number of highlighted parts of articles that he sends to me each week. It's a
lot!
I was at a graduate communications class at Vanderbilt yesterday and feel that your email couldn’t have
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1606959110427196385&simpl=msg-f%3A1606959110427196385
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Does Anyone Read Medical Journals Anymore? | Medpage Today
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Wed, Jul 25, 2018 at 6:24 PM

I will pray for this new CDC director. It’s sad that often times people must be touched personally to see the corruption and
greed to take action. Let's hope that God will use this man to end the opioid epidemic and what the devil tried to use for
evil (his sons close call with fentanyl) God will use for good.
Sadly though seeing as the last 2 directors of the CDC were willing to lie for evil. I will not trust until I see massive action
against evil and greed. The arena of HIV is extremely greedy. One of the last guys that tried to make a HIV vaccine was
caught using rabbit blood in attempts to make his vaccine appear more effective. He was taken up on charges of fraud,
thankfully. Sadly Merck has done the same thing with the mumps vaccine portion of the MMR and yet the medical
community seems to care less and the vaccine continues to be promoted by lies that it is safe and effective.
I know it will take some time to review both what I wrote but also what I have sent in studies. All studies I have read and
highlighted except one I believe. So it should help speed the process. Also the fact that I have many many more studies
that I wish to show you so that you may see the lies, greed and the evil behind vaccinations is why I’d greatly appreciate
the opportunity to meet in person again.
Please let me know your soonest availability.
PS. Did you also know that they discovered the Simeon immunodeficiency virus was a viral contaminant within the polio
vaccine? Ironically when injecting animal viruses in the human populations you increase the likelihood of viral mutations
and transfer into new species.
Dr Dale

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]
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Phone Call and Review of Articles
Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>
To: "drdalebrown@gmail.com" <drdalebrown@gmail.com>

Wed, Aug 15, 2018 at 2:56 PM

Dr. Dale,
I received your phone message but it cut off before you were able to finish. First, like I’ve said before, a
person’s tone, volume and pitch are often left out when sending a text or email. So please know that I have
nothing but kindness in my heart and my voice as I write this. Second, thank you for letting me know when
you see or hear of something that you think might be incorrect. As far as the PSAs that play on television
and radio, we receive our directives from the Tennessee Department of Health. So, I forwarded your
concerns to the state department of health. I’ve also shared with them the articles you sent me and your
thoughts.
When following the rules of logic and determining cause and effect there are often times when two
parties that may come to different conclusions and neither of the parties are saying anything that is untrue.
How can this be? One way is by simply comparing the differences in the use of deductive and inductive
reasoning. One allows the possibility that the conclusion is false even when all of the premises are true. This
happens even before we mix in accumulated knowledge, our life experiences, personal beliefs, etc. So,
although it may frustrate me, it doesn’t help me or anyone to get mad when someone comes to a different
conclusion than me. All I can do is take the information they've provide for me, check them for truth and
validity, and construct a logic model. There may be times when I can’t determine the truth or validity of the
premises. Just to see if the other person’s conclusion is plausible I simply pretend that all of the premises
that they’ve provided me are true and valid.
I’ve used this process with every example that you’ve given me and I’ve never arrived at the conclusion
that vaccines don't work. You mentioned that there are people at the CDC that have come out and said that
they lied. You also said that a drug company has recently been accused of using animal blood to make their
vaccine appear more effective that it would be on humans. Like you, I also don’t like it when people lie and if
this company is guilty of faking their results, I hope they’re prosecuted. But when I follow the rules of logic
and assuming both premises are true, a person lying or an entire company faking results does not make me
come to the conclusion that vaccines don't work. You’ve also given me several studies where a vaccine was
shown to be less effective or not effective at all. Each year, there are hundreds of studies and some do show
that a vaccine from a certain year was less effective or not very effective at all. It’s also a true statement that
a vaccine from a more recent year may have already been changed from what was learned from one of
these studies.
When I think of vaccinations, the first thing that comes to my mind is not “Big pharma”. I think of the Latin
word “Vacca” which means “cow”. This makes me think of humble beginnings.
•
I think of how in March 1776, General George Washington having Smallpox as a teen knew that he
was immune. So he exposed his troops to Smallpox to build their immunity.
•
I think of how in 1796, twenty years later, Edward Jenner discovered that a person could develop
immunity to Smallpox when exposed to the much milder Cowpox disease.
•
I think of how in 1800, Benjamin Waterhouse brought vaccinations to the United States and received a
personal letter commending him for his work. This letter was signed “Your most obedient, humble servant,
Thomas Jefferson”.
•
I think of how in the decade prior to 1820 there were 7,858 deaths from Smallpox in London. This is
down from 18,447 deaths from the previous decade, before vaccinations started.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f17cd9040&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1608896203739270508&simpl=msg-f%3A1608896203739270508
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•
I think of how in 1826, Diphtheria was officially given a name. Before the vaccine was common in the
1920s, a person had a 40% chance of dying if they came down with this disease.
•
I think of how in 1831, Louis Pasteur observed Rabies first hand
•
I think of how in 1841,Henry Veale proposed that the disease frequently referred to as “little red” be
named Rubella
•
I think of how during the Civil War in the 1860s, there were over 21,000 cases of Measles and over 500
deaths from brain and respiratory complications from the disease.
•
I think of how before the use of the vaccine there were 13,000 Deaths a year from Diphtheria
•
I think of how in 1952, the cases of Polio reach 58,000
•
I think of how a year later in 1953, Salk gave the Polio Vaccine to his own children
•
I think of how in 1955, Results of the 20 year study of the Polio Vaccine announce that it is 8090%
effective
All of this then leads me to think of the reduction in Typhoid, Whooping Cough, Mumps, Chickenpox,
Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, HPV, and how each year we now get a report of how close we are to Polio being
eradicated from the planet. In fact, going through this process, has only strengthened my understanding of
why the cumulative scientific and medical community support and recommend vaccinations.
Kind Regards
Joey

Joey Smith | Public Health County Director
Montgomery County Health Department
330 Pageant Lane, Clarksville, TN 37240
p. 931-648-5747
Joey.Smith@tn.gov
tn.gov/health
Connect with TDH on Facebook and Twitter @TNDeptofHealth!
Our Mission – To protect, promote and improve the health and prosperity of people in Tennessee.
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Phone Call and Review of Articles
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.Smith@tn.gov>

Thu, Aug 16, 2018 at 2:28 PM

So, I'm sure you will hear that you staff called the police when I came plead with you to tell people the truth. I guess
sharing a truth with people is see as some kind of illegal act. I simply told the people there that, before they allowed
anyone to vaccinate them, they should research and watch this video: https://www.cspan.org/video/?c4546421/repbill
poseycallinginvestigationcdcsmmrreasearchfraud
Hence I was doing what every person should do is they hate lies and the wish to protect our children and community. I
would like for you to tell me what that video reveals to you?
You have been consistently saying you "a person’s tone, volume and pitch are often left out when sending a text

or email" so I want you to know that my tone has been a combination of pleading with you, frustration, and
anger. Given that the subject at hand is centered on the lives and safety of our children and the harm that
lies and corruption is causing to those children, I would ask how anyone would not have those emotions.
If you recall from my emails in the past, I asked for you to meet with me in person several times. You have
ignored that request.
I have given you science and studies and it seems, I cant say for sure but it seems that you have ignored
those studies as you have failed every time to comment on the content of those studies and because it
communicates to me that you don't wish to look at that information for yourself or you have and wont admit
what they reveal, that is beyond frustrating to me.
I am begging that you do what is righteous and you give me the time to discuss the safety of our children
with you. I plead that you look at the fact that it is without a doubt that the CDC has lied and ask yourself
how you can, as a Christian trust an organization or repeat their words when they lie and the gov and
medical community seems to care less about those lies and wont force the hand of the gov to even
investigate the CDC Whistleblowers claims.
I came to the health department to speak peacefully with you and show you a study by the FDA that shows
that the commercial on the Christian radio station is a lie. The study is attached. I ask only 2 things in this
email, meet with me to discuss this topic and tell me in your own words what this study says.
It is our children's lives we are talking about, is children of God we are discussing, I am plead with you to
just look and discuss with me this.
Sincerely,
Dale
P.S. If you refuse to meet with me, I will nolonger bother you, if you fail to read the study and tell me in your own words
what it says and means, I won't bother you, I will move on to plead with others and pray God would lead me to those who
hate a lying tough like our Lord does, and care enough when lies are occurring to demand the truth to protect our
children.
[Quoted text hidden]


Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
Clarksville, TN 37040
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"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic
Acellular pertussis vaccines protect against disease but fail to prevent infection and transmission in a
nonhuman primate model.pdf
853K
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Contact at the TN Health Department
Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey.smith@tn.gov

Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 7:22 AM

Can you please CC me on the emails to your contact you forwarded my concerns to at the TN Health Department?
What is their name and contact info?
Thank you
Dale
Sent from my iPhone
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You hope they are prosecuted...
Dr Dale Brown <drdalebrown@gmail.com>
To: Joey Smith <Joey.smith@tn.gov>

Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 5:08 PM

So you stated that you hoped that Merck would be prosecuted if they are used animal blood to create the appearance of
an effective Mumps vaccine. Glad you agree.
Do you hope that the CDC scientists and all those involved would be convicted and prosecuted given a CDC scientist
confessed to committing fraud regarding the safety of the MMR vaccine and confessed that he and his colleagues
destroyed data that was showing the MMR vaccine to be causing/significantly associated with autism?
Don't you feel that a parent and especially the innocent child deserves to know that a scientists is stating that the CDC
has lied about the research about vaccine safety? Fraud is lying. You seemed to claim that somehow I was making a
claim that was unfounded in your last email.

Have a blessed day.
Dale Brown D.C.
Office: 9315912010
Marathon Chiropractic
1715 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
PO Box 31141
Clarksville, TN 37040
"What man does for himself dies with him, what man does for others lives on forever!" BJ Palmer, Developer of
Chiropractic
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